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:NI:E3 STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR :HE DISTRICT OF CO=SIA

CLYDE HARGRAVES, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

v.	 ) Civ. Action No. 98-1021 (JHG/AK)

CAPITAL CITY MORTGAGE CORP., )
et al.,

Defendants.

BRIEF OF THE UNITED STATES AS AMICUS CURIAE IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

ON THE PLEADINGS OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES

This case raises the novel question of whether the Fair

Housing Act and the E gual Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) prohibit

certain racially targeted predatory lending practices, typically

referred to as "reverse redlinin g ." Congress enacted the 7air.

Housing Act "to provide, within constitutional limitations, for

fair housing throughout the United States." 42 U.S.C. § 3601.

ECOA prohibits certain forms of discrimination with respect to

all credit transactions. 15 U.S.C. § 1691(a).

Through various federal agencies, the United States has

responsibility for enforcing both statutes. In particular, the

United States Department of Justice has the authority to commence

an action under either the Fair Housin g Act or ECOA. 42 U.S.C. §

3614; 15 U.S.C.	 1691e(h). Accordingly, the United States has a

substantial interest in resolution of the legal issue raised by

Defendants, and an interpretation of the Fair Housing Act and
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ECOA by the United States may assist this Court in annlyina those

statutes to the facts of this case.

BACKGROUND

Plaintiffs filed a comp laint in federal district court on

April 24, 1998, lacer amended, alleaina that Defendants have

engaged in a pattern or practice of predatory lendin g targeting

African American communities in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan

area (Comnl. 2). : Plaintiffs are six individuals, Greater Little

Ark Baptist. Church, and the Fair Housing Council of Greater

Washington (Compl. 3-4). The two Defendants are Capital City

Mortgage Corporation and its sole stockholder and president

Thomas Nash, who are in the business of mortga ge lending and real

estate sales (Compl. 5). Plaintiffs allege that Defendants'

discriminatory lending practices violate the Fair Housing Act and

ECOA, as well as 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981 and 1982, the Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), and local laws

prohibiting unfair and dece ptive lender practices, fraud, and

breach of contract (Compl. 29-44).

The Federal Trade Commission has also filed a complaint

against Cap ital City Mort gage and Nash alle ging violations of

ECOA's reporting 	 	 as well as the Federal Trade

Commission Act (FTCA), the Truth In Lendin g Act (TILA), and the

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA). See FTC v. Canital 

City Mortcace Corr—, No. 98-237 (JHG/AK) (D.D.C. filed Jan. 29,

-/"Comnl.	 " refers to the page number of
Amended Complaint.



1998). The FTC does not have jurisdiction to enforce the Fair

Housing Act and did not brin g any discrimination claims under

ECOA against Defendants. However, its ECOA, FTCA, TILA, and

FDCPA claims are based on the same -_roes of illegal lending

practices that form :he credicate for Plaintiffs' discrimination

claims. 71-_-=. FTC alleges that Defendants deceived borrowers about

various lean terms; about contrived charges based on inflated

monthly payment amounts, overdue balances, arrears, service fees,

and advances; and about amounts owed to pay off the loans. The

FTC further alleges that Defendants withheld some loan proceeds

while reauirina monthly payments for the entire loan amount,

foreclosed cn borrowers who were in compliance with their loan

terms, and = ailed to release liens on borrowers' homes after the

loans were paid off.

A. Alleaations

Plaint __ fs allege the follow,_ a facts in their First Amended

Complaint:

The Defendants are engaged in a predatory lending scheme

targeted specificall y at African. American nei ghborhoods and

designed to facilitate default or foreclosure rather than

repayment of the loans (Co=l. 2-3,. Defendants target African

American communities because they believe them to be

unsophisticated or financially des perate and therefore more

susceptible to their fraudulent lending practices (Comol. 2-3).

Most (74.2%) African American residents of the Washinaton,

D.C. Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) reside in the District



of Columbia or Prince Gecrae's Count y , Maryland (Comr l . 2). The

District is 55.3% African American and Prince George's County is

50.2% African American (Comrl. 25). Both are highly searegated,

with 90.3% of African Americans in the District and 76.7% in

Prince George's County residina in majority African American

census tracts (Comp _ . 25-26).

Since its incertion in 1979, Ca p ital City and Nash have

intentionall y directed their marketing and loan solicitation

efforts almost exclusively toward borrowers and pro perties in

African American neiahhorhoods in these two jurisdictions (Comp_.

26, 28). Defendants made few, if any, loans outside of those

areas, even though they are licensed to do so (Compl. 27).

Between 1983 and 1996, 94-. of Def endants' loans in the District

were on pro perties located in majority African American census

tracts, as were 74% of their loans in Prince George's County

between 1986 and 1996 (Compl. 26-27). The vast majority of these

borrowers were African American (Conic'. 26-27). Between 1983 and

1996, 97% of the properties Defendants foreclosed on in the

District were in majority African American census tracts (Compl.

27-28).

Defendants' marketina efforts tar geting African American

borrowers include the dissemination offlyers and advertisements

to residents of African American nei ghborhoods offering fast cash

and quick loan approvals on residential and commercial properties

(Comp_. 28) . Many of those flyers and advertisements are sent to

or through a specially cultivated cadre of real estate aaents,



loan brokers, and other Persons ("runners") with ties to the

African American community (Compl. 3, 28). De =.-ndants a sk their

runners to steer borrowers to Defendants 	 return for lucrative

commissions that oft e__ exceeded eight percent of the borrower's

loan (Compl. 28).

Defendants are "sub prime lenders," specializina in making

loans to borrowers with blemished credit histories or other

credit impairments ,Comp l. 26). Not all subprime lenders

operating in the Washington, D.C. area tar get or otherwise

concentrate their lendin g in majority African American census

tracts (Comp l. 26). Indeed, other subprime lenders originate as

many or more loans in majority white census tracts as they

originate in majority African American census tracts (Comp l. 26).

Defendants' predatory lending scheme works by targeting

owners with substantial eallity in their pro perty and/or the

ability to make a substantial payment at closin g ; failing cr

refusing to explain the terms, fees, or penalties of the loan;

establishing repayment terms (through fraud or misrepresentation)

which Defendants know or should know borrowers will be unable to

repay; failing to satisfy their obli gations under the loan

agreement; charging undisclosed and/or improper fees; and

foreclosing on the loans to obtain the properties at a discount

(Cormol. 2-3). The =---,-'osure sales are ri gged and the

properties resold for a substantial profit (Comp l. 2). At many

of the foreclosure sales, Defendants or an entity owned,

directed, cr controlled by Defendants obtain the properties with



bids that are substantiall y below the fair market value of the

croberties and without combetition from other bidders Comiol.

28). Defendants' 20% foreclosure rate in the District of

Columbia far exceeds chose of virtually all other mortgage

lenders in the District (Comp l. 27-28). Defendants have realized

gains in excess of 53.3 million from those foreclosures (Compl.

28).

Plaintiffs' case involves four separate loan transactions:

2	 Greater	 Ark Bap tist Church

Greater Little Ark r3ancist Church has a predominantly

African American conareaacion and its church was located in a

predominantly African American area in the District of Columbia

(Combl. 5). Little Ark 	  an unsolicited call from a loan

broker (Defendants' agent) saving that he had heard that the

church was in financial difficulty and in need of a loan (Compl.

6). The pastor of Little Ark, Reverend Clyde Hargraves, ended up

pledging the church property to secure a $160,000 loan from

Defendants (Compl. 5-7). The loan still left Little Ark "equity

rich," since the procerty was worth $400,000 with only $14,000

due on the original mortgage (Combl. 5-6).

Although Little Ark needed only $70,000 to pay off its debts

and Hargraves expressed discomfort with the size of the loan

being offered, the broker convinced Hargraves that the church

might have difficulty getting a smaller loan (Combl. 6). The

broker assured Hargraves that after a limited time, the loan -

offered at 13% interest -- would be refinanced at a lower
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____erest rate thereby reducing the church's $3,000 monthly

Payments (Comp l. 6). The broker also falsely told Hargraves that

the payments were for prince ca_ and interest without a final

balloon payment (Comp l. 8).

Hargraves initially signed a note and deed of trust with

many of the key loan terms left blank, such as interest rate,

monthly pa,, :rents and duration of the loan (Comp). 7).

Defendants refused to give Hargraves a copy of these documents

(Compl. 7). Defendants did not explain the documents cr ask

about the church's financial condition, income, debts, or other

matters related to Little Ark's ability to re pay the loan (Compl.

7).

At settlement the followin g week, at which only a notary

public and the Little Ark re presentatives were present, the loan

terms were completed (Compl. 7). For the first time, Hargraves

discovered that the loan had a $26,000 ori gination fee (16% of

the loan) , $ 12,800 of which went to the lean broker; that for the

first four years it had an interest rate of 25% and monthly

payments of $3,200; and that in the fifth and final year the

interest race and monthly payments escalated to $4,000 with a 30%

interest race (Compl. 7, 8). Also, although the first page of

the note stated that the payments were for "principal and

interest," Defendants deemed the entire monthly payments to cover

interest cnilv (Compl. 8). As the Church's gross monthly income

at the time was less than $4,000, Defendants knew or should have

known that it was impossible for Little Ark to pa y off the loan,
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including the final balloon Payment (Compl. 7-8).

At settlement, :he notary refused to give Hararaves either a

check for the loan proceeds or a co py of the loan documents

(Comp l. 9). When Hararaves called Defendants the next day to

comp lain, he was told that the documents and check would be

mailed within five days (Compl. 9). Hargraves was still not

satisfied, but was told "if you want the loan you either wait or

else," after which the telephone was abruptly hung u p (Ccmpl. 9).

Shortly thereafter, Hararaves unsuccessfully attempted to reach

the loan broker to complain about his undisclosed fee, eventually

discovering that the broker's phone was disconnected (Com pl. 9).

Little Ark never received a coupon book from Defendants as

promised (Compl. 9). Little Ark nonetheless be gan making regular

payments, but as time went cn, Defendants arbitrarily and

fraudulently demanded higher payments (Compl. 9). After two

years, struggling under the weight of Defendants' improper

payment demands, Hargraves requested that the loan be extended

beyond five years to lower the monthly payments (Compl. 10). He

also offered to pay off some of the fees and other demands

(Ccmpl. 10) . Defendants refused, instead forcing Little Ark into

bankruptcy with its exorbitant and unconscionable payoff demands

(Compl. 10) . Defendants foreclosed on the church property, its'

subsidiary obtained the property through auction for $235,000,

Litt l e Ark was evicted, and Defendants resold the church to

another African American congregation for $450,000 (Comp l. 10).
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2.	 Wa...:er Jamison, Sr.

Walter Jamison	 an African American who owns an apartment

building in a predominantly African American area of the District

of Columbia (Comp :.	 In order to finance needed re pairs to

•

	

	 the buildina, he borrowed $40,000 from Defendants (Compl. 11,

12). The loan left Jamison "eauity rich," as the combined

mortgages on the building accounted for only approximately 45% of

the property's fair market value (Compl. 12). The estimated cost

of the repairs, which included lead paint remediaticn, was

$100,000 (Comp l.	 . Although the loan broker (Defendants'

agent) characterized the $40,000 loan as a "60-day start-up"

loan, promising within 60 days to secure a loan for the remainder

at a much lower interest rate, the second loan never came through

(Compl. 6, 11, -.I 1 After Jamison began inauirina about the

status of the second loan, he discovered that the broker's phone

had been disconnected (Compl. 13). Because he could not get a

second loan as promised, Jamison was forced to abandon the

repairs and the apartments have remained uninhabitable (Compl.

11, 13).

Not until settlement was Jamison informed of the loan's

interest rate and terms, or that the loan broker was bein g paid a

$1,600 "referral fee" (Compl. 12). The loan was a ten-year,

interest-only balloon payment loan at 24% interest with monthly

payments $1,014 (Compl 12). Jamison's cross monthly income was

$3,379, although 76% of this was owed for debt payments, before

taking into account __come taxes and livina expenses (Compl. 12).
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Defendants thus knew or should have known chat the loan would

eventually cc into default, which it did (Comcl. 12, 13).

Throuchout the term of the loan, Defendants charged Jamison

with false and erroneous late fees and other penalties (Comps.

13). After the loan went into default, Jamison attempted to

renecotiate the terms of the loan, but Defendants refused,

instead offering Jamison $1,000 for title to his Property (Comcl.

13). Subsecuently, Defendants issued another foreclosure notice

even though the loan had been made current (Comul. 13-14).

Jamison again attempted to renegotiate the loan and Defendants

acain refused, forcing Jamison into bankru ptcy (Compl. 14).

Jamison is still making payments on the loan according to a

bankruptcy reorganization plan (Compl. 14).

-<	 Nancy Hilliard and Angela Birch

Nancy Hilliard and her daughter Angela Birth borrowed

$317,769 from Defendants to purchase a church in a majority

African American area of Prince George's County, Maryland (Compl.

1 4, 1 6). The church was owned by Defendants, who had recently

foreclosed on the property and evicted the previous owner,

another predominantly African American congre gation (Compl. 14).

Defendants had purchased the property at auction for $240,000

(Compl. 14) .

Hilliard decided to purchase the church following her

husband's death, to carry on his ministry in his name (Compl.

la). She is 54 years old and has a tenth grade education, three

children , and no business experience (Compl. 14:. Initially,



Hilliard informed the listin g agent that she did not believe the

church cou l d afford :he sroserty since i t had only 35 members and

brought in monthly contributions of less than 5500 (Compl. 15).

Moreover,	 crmed the agent that she herself was

unemployed and living on $447 per month in social security; her

daughter lived with her and received $800 ser month in public

assistance (Compl. 15). The listing agent nonetheless assured

her that with the 535,000 proceeds from her husband's life

insurance policy , she_wculd have "no problem" aualifvina for a

loan and encourage~ her to buy the pro perty for $330,000 -- list

price (ComsI. 15).

The listina acent came to Hilliard's home a few days later

with papers for her and her daughter to si gn regarding the

purchase of the church pro perty (Compl. 15). He did not identify

the lender, nor coo he explain what was in the papers (Compl.

15). He took $2,000 :c "hold" the property and told Hilliard to

call him when she - =.---'ved the insurance proceeds (Comp l. 15-16).

Only the Hilliard family, the listing acent, and a notary

attended the settlement (Com pl. 16). Althcuch Hilliard and Birth

could barely read the documents and did not understand them, the

listing ace= never suggested that they get advice or assistance

with the transaction (Comsl. 16). Even so, the loan note

contains a false re presentation that Hilliard and Birth had

participated in drafting their note and deed of trust and had

access to counsel srior to executing the documents (Compl. 17).

In fact, H' -- 'a-d and 721irth were led to believe that they were



signing for one loan with a $794 monthly payment, when in fact

they signed for three notes each with a se parate $794 monthly

payment, for a combined monthly p ayment of $2,383 (Comp l. 16).

As the combined monthly income of Hilliard, Birth, and the church

was only $1,247, Defendants knew or should have known that their

income was inadequate to meet the monthly payments (Comni. 16-

17). Moreover, for the firs: time a: settlement, the listing

agent demanded that Hilliard and Sirth pledge their $82,000 home

in Landover, Maryland to secure the loan, in addition to the

$35,000 from the insurance policy;Com pl. 16). The agent falsely

assured them that Defendants only intended to place a six-month

lien on the house (Compl. 16).

As intended by Defendants, the loan went into default

shortly after the first few payments (Compl. 17). After only

eight months, Defendants demanded 5387,199 as the payoff amount,

approximately $70,000 higher than :he ori ginal $317,199 loan

(Compl. 17). The loan forced Hilliard and Birth into bankruptcy,

and although Defendants have attempted to foreclose on the church

and their home, on February 18, 1999, this Court granted a

preliminary injunction preventin g foreclosure pending resolution

of this case (Comp l. 17; Order filed Feb. 18, 1999).

4.	 Sylvia Robinson

Sylvia Robinson bou ght and financed from Defendants a house

located in Southeast D.C. (Comp l. 17, 19). She bought the house

for $39,000 and agreed to take out a $10,000 construction loan

from Defendants (Comp'. 18-19). She paid a $3,000 down Payment,
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and signed a $47,500 promissary note with a balloon payment

(Comet. 19). As part of the deal, Defendants acreed to replace

the roof (Compl. 18-19). Following two and one-half years of

extraneous, unexplained, unwarranted or unfair charges and

arrearaces, misapplied payments, erroneous tax assessments,

delayed mailings of monthly statements, unwarranted foreclosure

warninus, refusal to disburse construction funds or re place the

roof, and intimidation by Defendants, Robinson paid $11,556

herself to have the roof re placed and refinanced the loan to pay

off the Defendants (Compl. 19-25).

B.	 Defendants' Motion 

On February 4, 2000, Defendants filed a Motion for Judc,alent

on the Pleadings or in the Alternative Summary Judgment.

Plaintiffs filed their opposition to Defendants' Motion on

February 28, 2000. 2 The motion should be treated as motion for

summary judgment since throughout the motion, Defendants present

matters outside the pleadings. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c).

This amicus brief addresses only the following legal

arguments made by Defendants in their motion:

Defendants contend that Plaintiffs' allegations of predatory

lending practices targeted at African American communities do not

state a claim under the Fair Housing Act 	 ECOA (Mem. 3 1-15, 43-

-/Defendants also filed a Motion for Judgment cn the Pleadin gs or
in the Alternative Summary Judgment against the FTC. The FTC
filed its opposition on February 11, 2000.

/"Mem.	 " refers to the page number of the Memorandum of Points
and Authorities in Support of Motion cf Defendants for Judgment
on the Pleadings or, in the Alternative, for Summary Judgment.
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44, 46-47). Defendants argue that because they have made loans

to African Americans, :hey cannot have made housin g unavailable

because of race in violation of Section 804(a) cf the Fair

Housing Act, or discriminated within the meanina of ECOA (Mem. 8,

47). Defendants further argue that since they have provided

credit to African American borrowers on the same terms as to non-

African Americans, they cannot have violated the Fair Housin g Act

by discriminating in =he provision of services in connection with

the sale cf a dwel_ --= 42 U.S.C. § 3604(b)) or in the making of

real-estate related financial transactions (42 	 § 3605)

(Mem. 8). Defendants also argue that as a matter of law, their

marketing p ractices do no: intentionally target African Americans

(Mem. 15-2C or have a disparate impact on African Americans

(Mem. 20-25

Generally, Defendants argue that the Fair Housing Act should

not be read to prohibit reverse redlining because "predatory

lending" is- a "vacuous" conce pt with little value as a legal term

(Mem. 8-10' ; that prohibiting reverse redlining is contrary to

the fundamentally mercantile goals of the Fair Housing Act (Mem.

11-12); and that prohibiting reverse redlining will "chill" good

faith lenders from markezina their products in minority

communities and will provide a safe harbor for lenders seeking to

redline (Mem. 12-15.

In addition, 7.=,= -ndants argue that a discriminatory home

ecuity loan cannot violate Section 804 of the Fair Housin g Act

because it does no: involve the "sale or rental" of housin g (Mem.



and that a procerty is not a covered "dwellin g " ender

Sect ^or_ 802(b) of the Fair Housing Act unless

intends to live in the home himself (Mem. 41-43.

DISCUSSION

A.	 Reverse Reclining V iolates the Fair Hous'=	 and
ECCA. 

The practice of targeting minority communities for predatory

lending is called "reverse redlinin g ." It is the United States'

view that "reverse redlining " can violate the Fair Housing Act

and the Ecual Credit Protection Act.

1. Prohibiting Reverse Redlining is Consistent with
the Purpose cf the Fair Housing Act Cc eradicate
racial segreaaticn.

As used by Congress and district courts, "reverse redlining"

refers to "the practice of taraeting residents	 certain

geographic areas for credit on unfair terms." Newton v. United 

Companies Fin. Corp ., 24 F. Supp .2d 444, 455 ( 7 .D. Pa. 1998);

accord Williams v. Gel `	Corp., 237 B.R. 590, 594 (E.D. Penn.

1999) ("reverse redlining " is the practice of "targeting of

persons for 'credit on unfair terms' based on their income, race,

or ethnicity") (quoting S. Rep. No. 103-169, at 21 (1993)). 	 In

contrast to "redlining ," which "is the practice of denying the

extension of credit to s pecific geographic areas due to the

income, race, or ethnicity of its residents," "[r]everse

redlining is the practice of extending credit on unfair terms to

those same communities." United Com panies Lending Cor3 . v.

Sarceant, 20 F. Supp .2d 192, 203 n.5 (D. Mass. 7 998) (citing S.



ep . No. 103-169, at 21 (1993)).

Following a series of hearing s documenting the abuses of

re7erse redlining ,  Congress passed the "Home Ownership and

Eauity Protection Act" (HCEPA), 15 U.S.C. § 1639, an amendnent to

----____-_, to provide borrowers some protection from predatory

lenders. Congress again held hearings on Predatory lending in

1998.	 As Senator John Sreaux explained at the later heari_as,

"I_redatory lenders use dece ptive and intimidating practices to

coerce homeowners into accecting loans that will ultimately prove

detrimental to their financial situation." Hea,-inas: 

Predators, note 4, su pra, at 4. The Senate Report accompanvina

H2EPA provides a tvPical portrait of such "home e quity scans":

The lenders "Hustle" their targets into taking out mortgages
with extremely hi gh interest rates, fees, or both. The
homeowner often says they were misled about the payment
schedule or were even unaware that they signed a mortaaae
agreement.

Rep . No. 103-169, at 22. Some of the worst and most common

abuses include equity strisoina, packing,	 home

construction scams, and abusive loan servicing. Described at

4 /Reverse Redlining ' Problems in Home Equtv Lendin g : Hearings 
Befo re the Senate Comm. cn Sankina, Hous., and Urban Affairs,
103d Cong. 243-471 (Feb. 17, 1993) [hereinafter Hearincs: Reverse 
Redlininal; Tc Protect Home Ownership and Equity throuah Enhanced
Disclosure of the R i sks Assoc. with Certain Mo-*aaaes: Hearnas 
cn The Home Owners__ , p and Equity Protection Act of 1993, S. 924, 
Befo re the Senate Comm. cn Bankina, Fin. and Urban Affairs, 103d
Conc. (May 19, 1993); Hea-inas on H.R. 3 1 53, The Home Equity
Protection Act c r= 1 993, Before the Subcomm. on Consumer Credit 
and Ins. of the -::_cuse Comm. on Bankin g , Fin. and Urban Affairs,
103d Cong. (Mar. 22, 1994).

-/ 7=ity F1 'nP4na and Packina Their Wa y to 
P-ofits: Hea-ncs Se''or .- the Senate S pecial Comm. on Aaina, 105'
("onc. (1998



Section III.A.4,

Redlining cr=,== L.he market conditions in which reverse

redlining thrives. :7_ should come as no surprise that the United

States recently settled a case charai-a Chevy Chase Federal

Savings Bank with redlinina the exact areas that Defendants are

now accused of taro-__a for p redatory lending. See United

States v. Chevy Chase F ed. q ay . 	 Nc. 94-1824 (JG) (D.D.C.,

consent decree filed	 22, 1994). Where entire communities

are abandoned by mainstream financial institutions, they become

attractive prey to unscrupulous lenders. Sarceant, 20 F. Succ.2d

at 202; S. Rep. No. 123-169, at 21 ;1993) ("communities lacking

access to traditional lendin g institutions are being victimized"

by predatory lenders;; 	 Reverse Redlinin g , note 4,

supra, at 285, 312 (Statement of Sen. Paul Sarbanes; Special

Report of the Mass. Attorney Gen.). As the court in Saraeant 

explained, reverse redlining , like redlining , is an example of

market failure:

Redlining and reverse redlining by banks, savings and loans,
finance companies, and second mcrtgace companies im pede the
self -correcting elements of the market, rendering it unable
to prevent consumer injury. This market failure prevents
the borrower from taking action reasonably to avoid the
financial pitfalls created by Predatory lending.

20 F. Supp.2d at 203. Together, these practices lead to the

formation and maintenance oz racial Ghettos, see H.R. Rep.

104-193, at 177 (1995 (urban decay blamed, in part, on

redlining ) , which the Fair Housing Act was enacted to combat.

See, e.a., 114 Conch Rec. 2275, 2278 (FHA is designed to curb

"racially segregated housing patterns"); H.R. 3504, 95 Cong., 1'
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Sess.	 804 (1977) 7KA seeks "to eliminate the discriminatory

business p ractices which miaht prevent a p erson econcmically•able

so from purchasina a House re gardless of his race.")'. As

one district court explained,

Little imagination is recuired to understand that the
imposition cf barriers to occupancy in the form of higher
mortgage-interest rates or refusals to make loans in
connection with hcusina in chancing neiahborhoods works to
discourage fam 4ii , white or black, which could afford to
purchase homes in such neiahborhocds. The practical effect
is to discourage whites -- who may 	 y move elsewhere --
from moving into vacancies in "chancing" neighborhoods,
thereby inducina "massive transition" and, ultimately,
"white flight."

Laufman v. Oakley Bldg .	 T.can Cc., 408 F. Supo. 489, 496-497

(S.D. Ohio 1976) ; see also Clark v. Universal Pu'lr'e---4, Tnc., 501

F.2d 324, 328, 335-336 (7' Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 419 U.S.

1070 (1974) (Section 1982) ("[t]hrouch the medium of exorbitant

prices and severe, lona-term land contract terms blacks are tied

to housing in the ghetto and segregated inner-city

neiahborhccds."). Indeed, reverse redlinin g is little different

from redlining . In both, a neighborhood is delineated for

negative treatment on the basis of its racial demo graphics. In

one, credit is denied altogether; in the other, credit is offered

on illegal or unfair terms.

Courts have held that redlining violates the Fair Housing

Act. See, e.a., Nationwide Mut. Ins. v. Cisneros, 52 F.3d 1351

(6'• Cir. 1995) (insurance redlining), cert. denied, 516 U.S.

1140 (1996); NAACP v. American Famil y Mut. Ins., 978 F.2d 287

'/Quoted in Dunn V. Midwestern Indemnit y Mid-Am. Fire & Cas. Co.,
472 F. Succ. 1106, 1109 (S.D. Ohio 1979).
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(7' Cir. 1 992)	 same, „ cert. denied, 508 U.S. 907 (1993 ; Rina 

v. First Interstate :v1. ,- rto-ace, Inc., 984 F.2d 924 (8 : " C i r. 1993)

(mort gage red li n'na) ; Laufman, 4 08 F. Suco. 489 (mortgage

redlining); see also Po l icy Statement on Dscr 4 m i nat i on '- 

Lending , 59 Fed. Rea. 18,266 (1994) (FHA and ECOA); 24 C.F.R.

100.110 to 100.135 (FHA).

Reverse redlining can also violate the Fair Housing Act, as

well as ECOA and other civil riahts laws. See Clark, 50 1 F.2d a:

328, 335-336 (Section 1982); Contract Buyers Leacue v.

300 F. Supp. 210, 216 (N.D. Ill. 1969) (same), aff'd cn other

grounds, Baker V. 7 E 77 T nv., 420 F.2d 1191 (7' 7- Cir.), cert.

den i ed, 400 U.S. 821 (1970); Booker v. united Cos. 7 end 4 na Co-P.,

No. 94-RCCV-17 (Ca. Nov. 17, 1997) (state fair housing law);

Alexander v. Kave-Co., No. 91-RCCV-681 (same); Farman v.

Schaumburg Toyota, Inc., No. 94-C 5745, 1996 WL 392224 (N.D. Il l

July 10, 1996) (Section 1981); Hearin gs: Egu i tv predators, note

4, supra, at 70 ("if a lender targets borrowers for abusive

practices based en ace, race and/or sex, such taraetina,

depending on the facts, also could violate the ECOA.") (Prepared

Statement of the FTC). By prohibiting reverse redlining, the

Fair Housing Act " prevents lenders from exploitin g the financial

vacuum created by redlining ." Sarceant, 20 F. Supp .2d at 203.

2.	 Targeting African American neiahborhoods for home
loans desi gned to fail makes hcusina unavailable
within the meaning of Section 804 (a) of the Fair
Housing Act.

Section 804(a) of the Fair Housing Act provides, in relevant
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part, that i t shall be unlawful

To refuse to sell or rent after the makin g of a bona
fide offer, or to refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental
of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwellin g to any
person because of race * * *

42 U.S.C. 0 3604(a). At a minimum, to establish a violation of

Section 804a), p laintiffs must prove that defendants made (1) a

dwelling ; (2) unavailable; (3) because of race. This Section

addresses the second element, the standard for make housing

unavailable. The firs: element is addressed at Section III.C.,

infra; the third at Sect i on T II.A.5., i nfra.

Defendants contend that they cannot have violated this

provision cf the Act because they make home loans in African

American nei ghborhoods, suggesting that in the lending context, a

defendant can only violate Section 804(a) by directly denying a

home loan. Defendants' cramped reading of the Fair Housing Act

should be rejected since under certain conditions, providing a

home loan can have the o pposite of its usual effect of making

housing available. Defendants' alleged practice of making loans

that are designed to fail makes housin g unavailable under the

meaning of Section 804(a).

The Supreme Court has held that the Fair Housing Act is to

be given a " generous construction." City of Edmonds v. Oxford

House, Inc., 514 U.S. 725, 731 (1995); accord Havens Realt y Corp. 

v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 380 (1982); Trafficante v. Metro. Life 

Ins. Cc., 409 U.S. 205, 212 (1972). 	 In particular, the phrase,

"otherwise make unavailable or deny" has been broadly construed,

with several courts concluding that this lan guage is "as broad as
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Congress could have made it." 	 :zed States v.

Constr. Co., 370 F. SupP. 6 a 3, 648 (N.D.	 1973) , aff'd in

relevant part, 509 F.2d 623 (9" . Cir. 1 G 7-7 ); Woods v , 884

F. Supp. 1169, 1175 (N.D. Ill. 1 995); Dunn v. Midwestern 

Indemnit y. M i d-Am. Fire & Cas. Co., 472 F. Sup°. 1106, 1108 (S.D.

Ohio 1979).

Section 804(a) reaches "discrimination that adversely

affects the availability of housin g ." Clifton Terrace Assocs. 

v. United Tech. Corp ., 929 F.2d 714, 719 (D.C. Cir. 1991). Under

the broad language of the Act, a 	 	 to rent or sell

housing is not reauired. Courts have found that Section 804(a)

is violated by a wide variety of practices which have the

indirect effect of denying dwellin gs, including racial steering,

United States v. Mitchell, 580 F.2d 789 (5" Cir. 1978);

insurance redlining , American Famil y Mu:. Tns. Co., 978 2d at

301; mortgage redlining, Laufman, 408 F. Supp. 489;

discriminatory appraisals, Hanson v. Veterans Admin., 800 F.2d

1381, 1386 (5"- Cir. 1986); exclusionary zoning, United States v.

Yonkers Ed. of Educ., 837 F.2d 1181 (2d Cir. 1987), cert. denied,

486 U.S. 1055 (1988); and racial and sexual harassment, Ev-d v.

Brandebura, 922 F. Sup p . 60, 62-65 (N.D. Ohio 1996) (racially

motivated firebombing); Williams v. .1?,---Pikv Mam't, 955 F. Supp.

490, 498 (D. Md. 1996) (sexual harassment leading to constructive

eviction).

Making loans that are designed to fail also makes housing

unavailable. As the FTC explained before a Senate Committee,
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[ale a general rule, loans made to individuals who do not
have the income to repay such loans usually are designed to
fail; they freauently result in the lender acauiring the
borrower's hcme eauity. The borrower is likely to default,
and then ultimately lose her hcme through foreclosure or by
signing over the deed to the lender in lieu of foreclosure.

Ecluitv 	 ar. note 4, supra, at 66 (Prepared

Statement of the FTC. Where Defendants' practice is to make

loans that are designed to fail, they are not in the business cf

croviding housing, but of taxin g it away. Such a practice is

akin to discriminatory evictions. Se ,, 24 C.F.R. 100.60(5)

(evicting tenants because of their race would violate Section

804(a)). It makes nc difference that the evicting landlord

initially provided the housing ; the same is true in the lending

context.

Moreover, making a loan that is designed to fail makes

housing unavailable even if foreclosure has not yet occurred.

This is because an "aggrieved Gerson" under the act includes any

person who claims to have been injured or "believes that rh,.1 

will be inured by a discriminatory housing practice that is

about to occur." 42 U.S.C. § 3602(i) (em phasis added). The HUD

regulations explain:

The phrase "is about to occur" app lies to a number of
situations in which it is clear to a person that, if he or
she takes an action, he or she will be subjected to a
discriminatory act which will result in an injury. In such
cases, the Fair Housing Act does not require these persons
to exp ose themselves to the injury involved with the actual
act of discrimination before filing a comclaint.

24 C.F.R., oh. 1, subch. A, app. subpart A. As this Court

/HUD's interpretations of the Fair Housing Act are entitled to
considerable deference. Trafficante, 409 U.S. at 210; Gladstone 



has held, "[n]othin g in th .-	 r=-u'r.es that before filin g suit

claint i ffs must *	 lose their homes	 * *	 Such a recuirement

would directly contravene :he purposes of the FHA." Wai v.

T ns. Co., 75 F. Qupc.2d -	 6 (D.D.C. 1999)

(discriminatory refusal to -provide liability insurance to

landlord violates Section 80 4-(f) because it creates a

disincentive to rent to disabled cerscns).

3.	 TarfTetina African American neighborhoods for
predatory home loans can discriminate within the
meani= of Sections 804(b) and 805 of the Fair
Housing Act, even without comparative evidence.

Section 804 (b) of the Fair Housing Act states that it shall

be unlawful

To discriminate against any person in the terms,
conditions, or crivile ges of sale or rental of a dwelling,
or in the provision of services or facilities in connection
therew i th, because c = race * * *

42 U.S.C. § 3604(b) (emphasis added). To establish a violation

of Section 804 (b) , plaintiffs must prove that (1) with respect to

a dwelling ; (2) defendants have discriminated a gainst any person;

(3) in the terms, conditions, cr privileges of sale or rental of

a dwelling , or in the provision of services or facilities in

connection therewith; (4) because of race.

Section 805 makes it unlawful

for any person or other entity whose business includes
engag ing in residential real estate-related transactions to
discriminate against any person in making available such a
transaction, or in the terms or conditions of such a
transaction, because of race.

Realtors v. Village o = 	 d a l U.S. 91, 106 (1979).
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42 U.S.C. § 3605(a) (emphasis added). To establish a violation

of Section 805, plaintiffs must prove that (1) defendants'

business includes encacina in residential real e.',,a,_.=-_=lated

:ransacoions; (2) defendants have discriminated a gainst any

Person; (3) in makina available a residential real estate-related

transaction or in the terms or conditions of such a transaction;

(4) because of race. This Section addresses the second element

of Sections 804(b) and 805: the standard for proving whether

defendants have discriminated a gainst any person. The first

element of Section 804(b) is addressed at Section 	 infra;

the third element of Sections 804(b) and 805 at Section 111.2.,

infra; and the fourth element of Sections 804(b) and 805 at

Section III.A.5., 	 	 The first and third elements of Section

805 are undisputed in this case.

Defendants argue that since they provide credit to African

American borrowers on the same terms as to non-African Americans,

they do not "discriminate" within the meaning of Sections 804(b)

or 805. This argument mistakes a challenge of proof for a

statement of legal principle and should be rejected. Comparative

evidence is one, Iut by no means the sole, method of establishing

discrimination.

Defendants alle gedly target African American, and not white,

neighborhoods for their predatory lending. Indeed, most of

Defendants' loans are made to African Americans in majority

African American census tracts. For this reason, there will be

few, if any , similarly situated whites for comparison. 3ut
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whether a Similar l-: situated person was treated differentl y is an

evidentiary matter, no: an element of proof. The Supreme Court

recently decided tnLe issue in :he emp loyment discrimination

context. In Cncale	 S=downer C=-sho re	 Tnc., 523 U.S.

75, 80-81 (1998) , which involved an all-male work site, the Court

held that same-sex sexual harassment can violate Title V::. In

so doing, the Court re'ected the em ployer's argument that an

employee can never 	  a claim for sexual harassment in an all-

male work place because there are no similarly situated female

employees with whom to compare the male's treatment. The Court

explained that an ____erence cf discrimination can be derived from

a number of evidentiary sources, nr't: limited to comparable

evidence of how an alleged harasser treats both sexes in a mixed-

sex work place. The Court allowed that an inference of

discrimination could also be made from evidence that the victim

was harassed "in such sex-specific and derogatory terms * * * as

to make it clear that the harasser is motivated by general

hostility to the presence of women in the workplace."

accord Washinaton v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 242 (1976)

(discriminatory purpose can be inferred from "the totality of the

circumstances, including the fact, 	 it is true, that the law
bears more heavily on one race than another.") (emphasis added).

Indeed, any other outcome would belie the very notion of

discrimination and the purpose of anti-discrimination laws. As

the Supreme Court once pointed out, Congress could not have

intended to insulate from Title V:: redress a situation in which
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"an employer hired a woman for a uniaue cosi:ion in the =many

and then adr:litted that her salary would have been higher had she

been male." Count y of Washina-rmn v. Gunther, 452 U.S. 161, 179

.1981).	 same	 true i n the fair housing context. In

Contractyers League, 300 F. Sung . at 25, defendants argued

that there could be no discrimination under Section 1982 for

selling pro-certy to African Americans at hi gh -prices because

"there can be no discrimination unless the same seller actually

s ells to wnites at a lower price." The court considered this

argument "obnoxious" and "ridiculous," exclainina,

It would mean that the 1866 Civil Ri ghts Act, which was
created to be an instrument for the abolition of
discrimination, allows an injustice so lon g as it is visited
exclusively on nearoes.

Similarly, a landlord who delays maintenance on his building

because most of his tenants are minority would clearly violate

the Act, e-: =n if he owned no other building with a majority of

white ten-al= with which to compare. See 24 C.F.R. 100.65(b)(2)

(_ailing or delaying repairs to a dwelling because of race would

violate Section 804(h)). Similarly, a landlord who sexually

harasses his female tenants is not insulated from liability just

because all his tenants are female. See 24 C.F.R. 100.65(b)(5)

(quid pro cr ..,:o sexual harassment violates Section 804(b)).

Clearly, then, successfully targeting all of one's lending to

minorities or minority areas, while providina =daily unfair or

illegal loan terms to all borrowers, does not provide a safe

harbor under the Fair Housing Act.

To =hold Defendants' position would be to ratify the dual
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lending market that nas developed from racia l segregation,

discriminatory app raisals, and mortga ge and insurance redlining.

It would allow one class of lenders to market a hi gh aual 4 cy loan

product to white areas, while another markets a Predatory Product

to minorities. See Contra= Buyers League, 300 F. SuPc. at 215

("It was the [Supreme] Court's conclusion [in Jones v. Alfred H. 

Mauer Co., 392 U.S. A09 (1968)] that the existence of a black

market distinct from a white market was the de facto vesti ge of

what the Congress in 1866 intended to abolish as a critical means

of making the black man a free man."); id. at 216 ("under 1982 as

interpreted in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co. there cannot in this

country be markets or profits based on the color of a man's

skin."); accord Clark, 501 F.2d at 328, 335-336.

a	 The term "redatory lending" provides an adequate
benchmark of discrimination.

Defendants contend that reverse redlining does not state a

claim under the Fair Housing Act because "predatory lending " is a

"vacuous" conce pt. They argue that courts will not be able to

distinguish "predatory" from unconventional lendin g , and as a

result lenders will be chilled from lending in minority areas

because of fears that a court might consider their novel loan

product "predatory." In essence, Defendants rehash their ea,--14-

argument that raciall y targeted predatory lending cannot

constitute discrimination under the Act where there are no white

comparators. The y claim that without the direct comparison

within a single defendants' portfolio, it will be impossible to
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distinguish abusive from	 'canc.

In our view, however, "predatory lending" is sufficiently

identifiable such that, when its victims are selected based on

race, it constitutes discrimination. See Hea r; ric: Reverse 
Redlining , note 4, su=a, at 246 ("so-called reverse redlinin= is

among the most pernicious forms cf racial and ethnic

discrimination and consumer fraud.") (Statement of Sen. Alfonse

M. D' Amato) . Of course, the benchmark cf discrimination will be

more readily apparent where the defendant does business in

majority as well as minority ma-k--s. 3ut as discussed above,

the fact that a defendant does business only in minority areas

cannot insulate his business cractices from scrutiny under the

nation's fair housing laws. Where a lender uses race to decide

where to conduct the type cf mortaace lendin g business that has

variously been described as "predatory," "consumer fraud," "loan

sharking," "mortaace scams" or simp ly theft, 3 that lender

discriminates within the meaning of the Fair Housing Act.

also Hearincs: Ecu 4tv 	 note 4, supra, at 2 (describing

"equity predators," as "con artists" "in the cheating and

swindling business") (Statement cf Sen. Charles Grassley). To

suggest that courts will not be able to distinguish these

practices from good faith but hi gh-risk mortgage lending calls

into question the ability of ccvernments ever to regulate the

/Hearinas: Emaity _relators, note 4, supra, at 65 (Prepared
Statement of FTC); Hearincs: Reverse Redlinin g , note 4, supra, at
246 (Statement cf Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato) ; id. at 307 (Recort of
Mass. Attorney Gen.); id. at 254 (Statement of Mass. Attorney
Gen.).
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lendina industry to protect consumers a gainst unfair or deceptive

p ractices.	 See Chedick v. Nash, 	 F.3d 1077 (D.C. Cir. 1998)

(=holding jury verdict a gainst Cap ital City and Nash for

fraudulent lending).

Contrary to Defendants' suggestion, predatory lending is nog

a novel or ill-defined concept. In 1993, Congress held a series

of hearings on predatory lendin g , and the following year it

amended the Truth in Lending Act to begin to address the problem.

g ee note 4 and accompanying text, 	  Massachusetts did the

same by establishing a commission to study the problem of

predatory lending and then enacting regulations to address it.

See Sarueant, 20 F. Supp .2d 192. Congress held further hearings

on the topic in 1998.

These legislative and administrative processes have

identified some of the more prevalent and harmful practices.

Foremost among them is "equity-strip pina":

This often begins with a loan that is based on equity in a
property rather than on a borrower's ability to re pay the
loan -- a practice known as "asset-based lending." As a
general rule, loans made to individuals who do not have the
income to repay such loans usually are designed to fail;
they frequently result in the lender acquiring the
borrower's home equity. The borrower is likely to default,
and then ultimately lose her home through foreclosure or by
signing over the deed to the lender in lieu of foreclosure.

I-I ,-arnas: Equity Predators, note 4, supra, at 66 (Prepared

Statement of FTC). Others include "packin g ," that is, taking on

credit insurance or other "extras" to increase the lender's

profit on a loan; "flipp ing ," the practice of inducin g a consumer

to refinance a lean, re peatedly, often within a short time frame,
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_gina high Points and fees each time; and home improvement

scams. Id. a ,-	 Predatory lending practices also often

involve loan servici 	 p ractices that extract monies not owed

under the loan terms or inhibit refinancina options with another

lender:

A lender may p rovide inaccurate monthly- payment demands,
adding fees and charges that are not owed. Because cf the
comp lexities cf loan terms, it is difficult for the borrower
to know whether the lender's payment demands are accurate.
A lender also may fail to provide full or accurate pay-off
information. Consecuently, the borrower becomes tied to a
lender without a means of escape.

_La. at 69; see also .71=,..1-1.ncs: Equity Predators, note 4, sutr a , at

4 ("What makes these bad apples different from the good guys in

the [subprime] industry is the use of decention, forged

documents, and intimidatina borrowers into borrowing money based

not on their ability to repay the loan, but rather on the ecuity

that exists in their home.") (Statement of Sen. John Breaux).

Plaintiffs alle ge that Defendants have engaged in a number

of the more common predatory lending practices. In particular,

they are alleged to '.:se dece ptive practices to make loans without

regard to repayment ability, tack on unnecessary insurance

charges, and en gage	 a number of abusive servicing practices.

Indeed, the FTC has filed a 24-pace complaint alleging that

Defendants) lendina practices violate four federal banking laws,

Plaintiffs' discrimination claims notwithstandina. If these

allegations are proven, we believe a clear case of predatory

lending will have been established.

Courts are often called upon to draw difficult lines on the
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asis of seemingly vacue concetts, even in the area of finance.

,e	 20 7c--r,e=nr	 Sutt.2d at 204-205 (state reculationse,	 a

prohibiting mcrtaaae lenders from negotiating or procuring terms

which "are otherwise unconscionable" is no: unconstitutionally

vaaue). That future cases may pose difficult challenges to

discern "predatory" tractices should not deter the court from

deciding this case, in which Defendants' practicesalleged to

violate a number of consumer trotection l aws in addition to civil

rights laws.

Taraetina African American neicrhbcrhccds for
predatory loans is an activity that is "based on_
race" within the meanina of Sections 804;a), (b),
and 805 of the Fair licusing Act.

Under the Fair Housing Act, that an action was taken

"because of race" can be established by proving either that a

defendant acted with a racial Iv discriminatory intent, cr by

proving that the defendant's action had a racially discriminatory

effect.9

/Every circuit that has examined the issue agrees that the Fair
Housing Act prohibits "'no: only direct discrimination but
practices with racially discouraging effects.'" Jackson  v.
Okaloosa County , 21 F.3d 1531, 1543 (11 .' n Cir. 1 9 9 4 ) ; accord
Huntington 3ranch, N.A a  C.?. v. Town of Huntin gton, 844 F.2d
926, 933-40 (2d Cir.), aff'd ter curiam, 488 U.S. 15 (1988);
Resident Advisory 2d. v. Rizzo, 564 F.2d. 126, 149-50 (3d Cir.
1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 908 (1978); Smith v. Town of
Clarkton, 682 F.2d 1055, 1065-55 (4th Cir. 1982); Mitchell, 580
F.2d at 791 (5' Cir. 1978); Arthur v. City of Toledo, 782 F.2d
565, 574-575	 Cir. 1986) ; Metrocci 4 tan Hcus. Dev. Corgi v.
Villace of A- l inatch 	 558 F.2d 1283, 1287-1290 (7' Cir.
1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1025 (1978); United States v. City
of Slack Jack, 508 F.2d 1179, 1184-1185 (8 :n Cir. 1974) , cert.
denied, 422 U.S. 1042 (1975); Keith v. Volpe, 858 F.2d 467, 482-
484 (9 : '' Cir. 1988) , cert. denied, 493 U.S. 813 (1989); Mountain
Side Mobile Estates v. H772, 55 F.3d 1243, 1250-1251 (10 :7- Cir.
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Determi nina whether an entity has acted with a

discriminatory intent "demands a sensitive inqui ry into such

circumstantial and direct evidence of intent as may he

available." Village olc 	 v. Me r-ror,cl _ :a_ _- sous. 

Dev. Corr.–, 429 U.S. 252, 265 ( 1 977) (equal protection). The

plaintiff need not show that the decision-maker was motivated

solely by racial concerns. Id. at 265.

For a reverse redlinin g claim, intentional discrimination

can be proven with evidence that defendants deliberazel

African Americans for their predatory lcans. Cf. Fair7an, 1996

WL 392224, at *5 (targeting African American and His panics for

loans with inflated interest rates states a claim under Section

1981: "the alleced actions of taraetinc minorities are

intentional acts, thus fulfillin g the intent element") ; United

States v. Avery , 137 F. 3d 343, 355 (6' Cir. 1997) (intentionally

targeting individuals for police investigation because of their

race violates equal protection). It is no defense that the

Defendants may have been motivated by economics rather than race

where it can be shown that they deliberately used race as an

instrument to achieve their underlyin g goal. Intentional

discrimination does not require that a defendant act with

discriminatory motive. Palmcre v. Sidoti, 466 U.S. 4 29, 433-434

(1984); Cocter v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1 , 14-16 (1958); Gautreaux v.

Romney, 448 F. 2d 731, 737-738 (7' Cir. 1971). As Jud ge Posner

so aptly put it, "[d]iscrimination may be instrumental to a goal

1995).



not itself discriminatory , just as murder may be instrumental to

a goal not itself murderous (such as money) ; it is not any the

less--it is, indeed, mere clearly—discriminatory on that

account." Vi l 1 ace -= 7.,11 wocd v. Dwivendi, 895 F. 2d 1.721, 1531

(7' Cir. 1990).

Statistical evidence of taraetina can be sufficient to raise

a factual dispute of intentional discrimination. Hazelwood Sch. 

Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 307-308 (1977) (when "cross

statistical disnari:ies can be shown, they alone may in a Droner

case constitute a prima facie Proof of a pattern or practice cf

discrimination."); International Bhd. of Teamsters v. United 

States, 431 U.S. 324, 3 4 0 n.20 (1977) ("In many cases the only

available avenue cf proof is the use of racial statistics to

uncover clandestine and covert discrimination.").

A reverse redlining claim can also be proven under a

disparate impact theory, even where the marketin g practices

alleged to have a discriminatory effect are subjective cr

discretionary practices. Cf. Watson v. Fort Worth Bank 	 Trust,

487 U.S. 977 (1988) (under Title VII, disparate impact theory can

be used to analyze subjective and discretionary criteria);

Stentoe v. Sav 4 nus of Ame-ca, 800 F. Sun°. 1542, 1546-1547 (N.D.

Ohio 1992) (plaintiffs' made out prima facie case of

discriminatory appraisal methods under FHA using disparate impact

theory). A prima facie case of dis parate impact discrimination

can be established by showina that the defendant's actions have

an adverse impact en a particular minority group, or by showing
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that defendant's acti_ "= p erp etuate residential segregation.

Huntington Branch ----- P.v. Town of Huntington, 844 F.2d  

926, 937 (2d Cir.), aff'd per curiam, 488 U.S. 15 (1988);

Metropoli-an Hou. :e7. Cor p . V. V 4 11age o f 

558 F.2d 1 233, 1290 ;7-- Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1025

(1978). Once adverse impact or segregative effect is

established, the burden shifts to the defendant to p rove that

there is a "bona fide and legitimate justification" for the

action and that there are "no less discriminatory alternatives"

which can serve that- end. Huntington Branch , NAACP, 844 F.2d. at

935-937, 9 -2 9; accord R= c 'd c. nt Advisory Bd. v. Rizzo, 564 F.2d.

126, 149 (3d	 1977, cert. denied, 435 U.S. 908 ( 1 978).	 The

justification must actually be reflected in the record; "[p]ost

hoc rationalizations" cannot establish a bona fide and legitimate

justification for a discriminatory effect. Huntin gton_ Branch, 

NAACP, 844 F.2d. as 939, 940.

Like intentional discrimination, a prima facie case of

disparate impact discrimination can be established with

statistical evidence alone. See, e. g ., Huntington Branch, 

N.A.A.C.P., 844 F.2d at 937. Defendants challenge Plaintiffs'

prima facie case, arg-uina that they have erred by comparing the

"the number of African Americans who obtain subprime loans from

Capital City a gainst the entire population of D.C. and P.G.

County -- rather than a gainst the population cf subprime loan

candidates" (Mem. 22H Defendants have set u p a straw man,

however. Plaintiffs have properly relied on a market analysis to



establish their Prima facie case of disparate imPact

discrimination, that is, they have compared the racial

demographics of Defendants' loans with that of the subprime

market as a whole (Comp l. 26; P l . Mem. 28::).

6.	 Tar.:Teting African American communities for
predatory /ending violates ECOA even though credit
was not denied.

In one paragraph and .citing no case law, Defendants assert

that Plaintiffs have not stated a claim for an ECOA violation

because "credit was in fact granted" (Mem. at a l). — ECOA

provides, in relevant part:

It shall be unlawful for any creditor to discriminate
against any app licant, with respect to any as17.ect of a 
credit transaction -- (1) on the basis of race.

15 U.S.C. § 1691(a) (emphasis added). Defendants' ar gument that

ECOA applies only to discriminatory denials of credit is simply

wrong. ECOA covers all kinds of treatment beyond merely loan

approval and denial.

ECOA covers "any as pect of a credit transaction." 15 U.S.C.

§ 1691(a). The Federal Reserve System's regulations define a

"credit transaction" to mean

every as pect of an * * * application for credit or an
existing- extension of credit (including, but net limited to,
information re quirements; investigation procedures;

/"Pl. Mem.	 " refers the page number of "Plaintiffs'
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Jud gment cn the Pleadings,
or in the Alternative, Summary Judgment."

"/Defendants made the same argument in their motion for summary
judgment in FTC v. Cap ital City Mo rt gage Corso., Nc. 98-237. The
cosition in this brief is the same argument made by the FTC in
its Memorandum in Occosition.



standards of creditworthiness; terms of credit; furnishing
of credit information; revocation, alteration, or
termination of credit; and collection Procedures).

12 C.F.R. 202.2(m	 accord 12 C.F.R. 202, App. D, SuPc. I,

§ 202.4-1 (Official Staff InterPretations). Courts have held

that persons who have been or anted credit can nonetheless state a

claim of discrimination under ECOA. See, c.c., Anderson v.

United Fin. Cc., 666 F.2d 1274, 1276-1277 (9- n Cir. 1982);

Newton, 24 F. Suor.2d at 46= 62.

7.	 Aff_1=ative :rarke:ing that expands housing choice
does  not discriminate in violation of the Fair
Housina Act or ECOA.

Defendants contend that if the Fair Housin g Act is read to

Prohibit reverse r-dl'n'na, 1: wil l "chi li " the marketing of

unconventional loan products in minority neighborhoods (Mem. 12-

15). Defendants' concern in mis placed. They again rely on the

incorrect notion that there is nc difference between predatory

and good faith lendina. As discussed at Section	 supra,

courts will be able to identify predatory practice. 3ecause

lenders can do the same, prohibiting reverse redlining will not

chill good faith lendin g in minority communities.

The regulations of the De partment of Housing and Urban

Development interpreting the Fair Housing Act state that an

affirmative marketing program "designed to make available

information which broadens housin g choices" does not violate the

Act, and in fact furthers its coals. 24 C.F.R. ch. 1, subch. A.,

apt. I, 54 Fed. Rec. 3235 (Jan. 23, 1989). Similarly, =OA and

Regulation 3 allow for "special purpose credit program:s]," 15



U.S.C. § 1691(c), "established and administered to extend credit

to a class of persons who, under the craanization's customar-.,

standards of credit-worthiness, prcb---blv wou l d not -r.=,---v= cz-ch

credit or would receive it cn less favorable terms than are

ordinarily available to other a pplicants applying to the

organization for a similar type and amount of credit." 12 C.F.R.

202.8(a). The partici pant class may be defined by race, as _ono

as the program was not established or ,2,4m'n-;1==--=d to evade 7COA

or its regulations. 12 C.F.R. 202

The Seventh Circuit, as the cnlv court of appeals to r11 -le on

the issue, has set the standard -.der the Fair Housin g Act cr

affirmative marketing plans. S ==	 Ctr.

Greater South Suburban 3d. of Realtors, 935 F.2d 868, 882 (717-

Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 1074 (1992). In that case,

defendants challenced an affirmative marketina plan (AMP) that

required the solicitation of white home seekers to view

particular houses in minority neiahhorhoods, with the goal cf

maintaining int egration. Acknowledaina that there may be times

when the Act's twin coals of nondiscrimination and integration

are in tension, the court ruled that the AMP at issue presented

no such conflict. The court held that the AMP, which "merely

provided additional information to white home buyers concerning

properties they mi ght not ordinarily know about, and involved no

lessening of efforts to attract black home buyers," served both

goals:

In addition to _furthering the Fair Housing Act's goal of
integration, * * * the AMP also advances the purpose of the
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Act throuch makina hcusina ecually available to all by
scimulatina	 	  amcnc a broader ranae of buyers.

at 884. The AMID in South Suburban created	 	  the

tyPe of robust multi-racial market activity which the Fair

r-N.71-us.:_ng Act intends to stimulate."

Defendants argue that they, too, are increasing housing

opportunities by providina "invaluable access to credit"

minorities (Mem. 1-z). "Access that is based on deceptive

mortgage lending , however, is false access." -1-1.--a-'nos:

Predators, at 65 (Pre pared Statement of FTC). In contrast to the

AMD uphe l d in South-Suburban, which set out to market a benign

product (a house) to whites because the market was already

majority minority, Defendants alle gedly market a harmfu' product

(e.a., mortgages designed to fail) only to minorities. We are

confident that lenders, like courts, will be able to distinauish

the two.

B.	 Race-based predator,/ cricina and ser-ricina of home- 
eq 	 to	 --;-;ccriminats i n	 terms	 cond'':'ons 
of housina or housina finance within the meanie a of 
Sections SC (b) and 805 o f the Far Housna Act. 

Defendants argue that the Jamison loan, a home-equity loan,

does not violate Section 804(b) of the Fair Housing Act because

that provision of the Act covers only purchase money loans. We

believe Section 804(b) does cover home-ecuity loans, alt: ouch

there is nc need to address the question in this case because the

loan clearly falls within the langua ge of Section 805 -- a coin.

that Defendants do no: contest.

In brief, the Jamison home-e quity loan falls within the

•
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scoce of Section 805 because, like ourchase mone y loans, it is a

"residential real =_,,--aLe-related transaction," 42 U.S.C. §

3G05(b)- 2 , and allegations of race-based predatory pricing and

servicinc clearly implicate the "terms or conditions" of the

transaction.	 42 U.S.C. § 305:a,; accord 24 C.F.R. 100.130(2)

(Section 805 prohibits "[d:ezerrninina the ty pe of loan or other

financial assistance to be crovided with res pect to a dwelling,

or fixing the amount, -=--, duration, cr other terms for

a loan or financial assistance for a dwellinc or which is secured

by residential real estate, because of race").

Discriminatory purchase-7cnev loans, such as the

Hilliard/Birth and Robinson loans, violate Section 804(b) (in

addition to Section 805) because a purchase-money loan clearly

involves the "terms, conditions, or privile ges of sale *	 cf a

dwelling," or a "service	 * in connection therewith." 42

U.S.C. § 3 .504(b). But a home-eauitv loan, like the Jamison loan,

is not a term or condition of sale. Whether it is a service in

connection with the sale cf a dwelling is a purely academic

question in this case since, as discussed above, home eauity

-/Section 805 (b) defines "residential real estate-related
transaction" to means any of the following:

(1) The making or purchasing of loans or providing
other financial assistance --

(A) for purchasina, constructing , improving,
or maintaininc a dwelling; or

(B) secured by residential real estate.

:2) The selling , brokering , cr appraising of
residential rea l p-co-rtv.
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loans are clearly covered by Section 805.

Buz to the extent that the Court does reach the issue, we

believe that discriminatory home-ec-uitv loans are covered by

Section 804(b). Under that provision, the discriminator_; service

must be related to the dwelling, either rented or owned. To

narrowly confine the provision tc the actual point of sale would

reauire rejectina HUD regulations chat interpret Section 804(b)

to prohibit "[11imiting the use of privile ges, services or

facilities associated with a dwellin g because of race," 24 C.F.R.

100.65(b) (4) (emphasis added); and "Wailing or delavina

maintenance or repairs of sale o r ren tal dwell _ nos 	  of

race," 24 C.F.R. 100.65(b) (2) (emphasis added).

As a number of courts, including this Court, have held,

Section 804(a) addresses availability, while Section 804(b)

addresses habitability. See Clifton Terrace, 929 F.2d at 719-720

("the pertinent clauses in subsections (b) * * * which do address

habitability, are limited to services and facilities provided in

connection with the sale or rental of housing"); Wai, 75 F.

Supp .2d at 7.	 The "services and facilities" clause of Section

804(b) is "directed at those who provide housing and then

discriminate in the provision of attendant services or

facilities, or those who otherwise control the provision of

housing services and facilities." Clifton Terrace, 929 F.2d at

719-720. In the case of rental units, the provision of services

falls primarily on the landlord. Id. But in the case of home

ownership, a service provider may include a home-ecuitv lender.
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C'. Wa 4 , 75 F. cupp.2d a: 2-3, 7-8, & n.5 (held that ___surance on

already-owned crop ertv fits in the category of "those who

otherwise control tie Provision of housing services"); Lindse y v. 

ng. ry	 . Succ.2d 636, 642 (W.D. Tenn. 1999)

(Sect ion 804(h) p rohibits discriminatory terms of procerty

insurance renewal: u [m]aintaining possession of a home is as

_mcortant to a homeowner as obtaining possession of a home") ; but

see Thomas v.	 Sank, 653 F. Sups. 1330, 1337 (N.D.

Ind. 1987); Lauf7an, 408 F. Sucp . at 493 (dicta) .

Defendants construction of Section 804(b) as limited to the

actual point of sale or 1. na conflicts not only with HUD

r egulations, but with case law holding that hostile environment

sexual harassment states a claims under that provision. See,

e.a., DiCenso v. Cisneros, 96 F.3d 1004 (7' Cir. 1996); ?oretskv

Mamt., 955 F. qucc. 490. Like hostile environment sexual

harassment, discriminatory terms, conditions, or servicin g of

either a purchase money or home equity loan can "unreasonably

interferen with the use and enjoyment of the premises."

DiCenso, 96 F.3d at 1008. This is likely where higher interest

rates or fees are charged, foreclosure is threatened, or the

plaintiff is forced into bankruptcy because of the loan. See

Clark, 501 F.3d at. 331 ("3y demanding prices in excess of the

fair market value of a house and in excess of what whites pay for

comparable housing , defendants extract from blacks resources much

needed for other necessities of life, thereby reducing their

standard of living and lessening their chances of escaping the
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vestiges of a SVSZE7 of slavery and oppression.").

C.	 Residential :nvest7ent Property 	a "7wel7'nc" 
the M=nn g o= the Far	 AC:. 

Defendants ar gue that the Jamison, Hi l 'ard/3irth and

Robinson- transactions involve investment p roperty, and so

cannot be considered "dwelling's" within the meaning of the Fair

Housing Act; they argue that Plaintiffs must Personally live in

the building to press a claim under the Act. One unpublished

district court o p inion notwithstanding, this position is clearly

wrona. It is "lo gical and inconsistent with the lan guage and

purposes of the Act.

Section 802;a: defines a "dwelling " as

any building , structure, or portion thereof which is
occup ied as, or designed or intended for occupancy as, a
residence by one or more families, and any vacant land which
is offered for sale or lease for the construction or
location thereon of any such buildin g , structure, or portion
thereof.

42 U.S.C. § 3602a). An "aggrieved person" includes any person

who "(1) claims to have been injured by a discriminator y housing

practice; or (2) believes that such person will be injured by a

discriminatory housin g practice that is about to occur." 42

U.S.C. § 3602(i). It is the "a ggrieved person" who can commence

an action in district court under Section 813 of the Act.

Defendants seem to have conflated these provisions, deciding that

the plaintiff, or "a ggrieved person," must live or intend to live

-/Plaintiffs do no: Press a Fair Housing Act claim with respect
to the Little Ark transaction. That transaction is covered by
ECOA, which ap plies to all types of credit. See Section
III.A.6., supra.



the dwelling to commence an action. In d'-= -- suncort of this

theory, Defendan- ,-- -"=- but one unpublished 	  court

opinion.

Of course, the Act does not s pecify who must live or intend

to live in a building for it to be considered a "dwelling."

Indeed, one of the cases cited by Defendants contradicts the

pro position it was cited to sunport. In 	 inc. v.

Townshin of Brick, 89 F.3d 1096 (3d Cir. 1996), the court held

that a nursing home	 a dwe ll ing because handicanned elder

persons would reside =here. One of the	 in that case

was the nursing home :eve lover, who, it can fairly be assumed,

had no intention of livina on the premises. Accord Growth

Horizons , Inc. v. _e_Laware Count y , 983 F.2d 1277, 1281-1282 (3d

Cir.1993) (corporation that provides community lying

arrangements has standing under FHA based on its own injury).

'"he fallacy of Defendants' argument is further evidenced b y the

line of cases finding standing or upholding Fair Housing Act

claims by municipalities, fair housin g organizations, testers,

housing developers, real estate brokers, and rousing providers,

none of whom necessaril y live or intend to live in the properties-

giving  rise to the violation. See, e.c., Gladstone, Realtors v.

7.7' 7l age o f Bellwood, 44 1 U.S. 91, 109-111 (1979	 (village has

standina); Havens Real-7 Corn., 455 U.S. 363 (fair housing

o rganization and testers have standing); Huntinaton Branch,

	  844 F.2d 925 (upholding housing develoner's claim);

:-=b 1 = v. 7z1 umth=1 549 7 .2d 462, 468-469 (7 	 1977), 
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